EVeco Tour EOI form
Along with being a fun tour of the Victorian countryside, the EVeco Tour is
designed to be an extended training session in higher power AC and DC charging,
plus how to make accommodation choices best suited to EV travelling …. plus a
demonstration to regional Victorians on how EVs do not ‘ruin the long weekend’ .
As EVeco Tours are designed specifically for EV owners who have not travelled far from home in
their EV before, whilst those with extensive EV travel and away-from-home charging experience are
most welcome to apply, if there are more applications than spots in the Tour, preference will be
given to less experienced EV owners.
This EVeco Tour will be limited to a maximum of 10 cars and 20 people.
Entry cost for the Tour is $275 per car. Included in this price is a full itinerary that covers listings of
recommended evening accommodation (that have been previously vetted for EV friendly charging
options - with phone numbers and websites for bookings), meal stops, route opportunity charging
sites, local attractions along the way AND a support vehicle carrying spare leads and portable EVSEs.

Name: ……………………………………………………….
Intended number of people in vehicle: …………………………………
EV make, model and year: ……………………………………………………….
Vehicle battery size: …………kW
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Own a 15A/3.6kW or above portable EVSE?
Previous experience using portable AC EVSEs at 15A/3.6kW or above?
Previous experience using DC chargers?
Do you have the ChargeFox and/or EViE apps loaded to your phone?
Do you have the PlugShare app (or web link) on your phone or laptop?

Yes/No
Yes/No
Yes/No
Yes/No
Yes/No

EV travelling lead kit:
Please indicate if you do/do not own the following:
If not, indicate which item/s you could be interested in re a potential bulk-purchase.
Mandatory:
Type 2 to Type 2 ‘BYO’ lead.
- Bulk purchase interest?
15A (3.6kW) capable portable AC EVSE:
- Bulk purchase interest?

Yes/No
Yes/No
Yes/No
Yes/No

Optional: (Limited number will be available to borrow)
Type 2 car end to type 1 adaptor lead
- Bulk purchase interest?
Yes/No
2
15A lead with 2.5mm conductors
Yes/No
- Bulk purchase interest?
Yes/No
Test/tag compliance: (All EV charging leads used on this trip should be test tagged)
Do all your EV leads and EVSEs have in-date test tags?
Yes/No
- Note: I can do this at a cost of $5 per item.

Proposed dates for the EVeco Tour:
Sunday November 14 to Thursday November 18. (5 days)
Note this is different to the original proposed tour route and length as previously advertised on the
EVChoice website.
This is due to the original route crossing state borders – making it impossible to forward plan for that
route with any confidence.
Proposed EVeco Tour map:
(Subject to change)
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